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Chapter 1

Bangkok’s best hostels

We've done the legwork so that you can find the perfect Bangkok hostel -- for you.

Bangkok’s best hostels
“It used to be a good hotel, but that proves nothing—I used to be a good boy. Both of us have lost
character of late years.”
- Mark Twain, Innocents Abroad

In recent years, hostels have been springing up in Bangkok like

When we posed as anonymous potential customers, some hostels

frogs during a monsoon. Some occupy decades-old shophouses

allowed us to see rooms while others only let us view pictures. If

while others feel like disco-spaceships sent to us from the year

we said we were writing an article, some showed us every corner

2250. Many have billiards tables, rooftop gardens and lounges

of their establishment, but a few were apparently frightened by the

filled with beanbag chairs. You may find private pod beds with

very idea of being reviewed.

personal TVs, 140-year-old teak stairways, a swimming pool, or a

One way or another, we managed to check out all of these hostels

yellow lab who serves as welcoming party and security.

first-hand. That doesn’t mean this is the "be-all-end-all" Bangkok

We’ve spent a year navigating this swiftly evolving hostel scene in

hostel list. New arrivals open every month and old stars adapt or

search of the very best dorms in Bangkok. After checking out

fade away. One thing is for certain: If you’re considering opening a

upwards of 50 hostels, we’ve boiled them down to 20 that we

hostel in this market, it better be darn good.

would most highly recommend. This was no simple task.
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Chapter 2

What makes a great hostel?

As with any "best of" list, choosing the top hostels in Bangkok is a bit like choosing the world's best cities -- highly subjective. One
traveller's stylish is another's tacky. You say tomato, I say ... vintage chic?

Design and vibe
When it comes to design and overall vibe, most of Bangkok’s
hostels fall into one of two rough categories. First are the
stylish, retro, artsy, sleek and minimalist hostels that aim for a
modern, professional atmosphere that often includes a heavy
dose of entertainment and other facilities.
Then you have the smaller, more relaxed spots that shoot for
a cosy and homely vibe. What these often lack in facilities is
made up for, in the eyes of some at least, by a more intimate
experience with staff members -- often the hostel owners
themselves -- who treat their guests like old friends.
Of course, there are exceptions. Some modern-stylish hostels
have extremely friendly staffs while some homely spots offer
outstanding security. A few fall somewhere in between, and
the two categories generally don’t dictate issues like comfort
and value. Some supposedly "high-end boutique" hostels are
cramped with thin mattresses, while a few laidback family-run
joints offer some of the cleanest rooms and most comfortable
beds around.
Any one of these hostels will be the perfect fit for some
travellers, but certainly not for all. After considering all angles,
the one thing we can say with assurance is that all of these
places are very good or great choices for the many diverse
sorts of budget travellers who come to Bangkok.
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A word on hostel etiquette
Some hostels draw more of a party crowd, while others aim for a certain level of restraint, so choose wisely. No matter where you stay,
here are 10 acts that will warrant dirty looks, if not all out attacks, from your fellow hostel guests:
1. Have sex while strangers are trying not to puke, I mean, trying to sleep a couple of feet away.
2. Crash into a shared room while drunkenly stumbling into other guests and attempting to nail (I can’t get no) Satisfaction at the top of
your lungs as though you were still pounding buckets at the karaoke bar.
3. Pound buckets in the room.
4. Arrive in the middle of the night and be loud and annoying while acting like those six other people covered in blankets are just there for
decoration.
5. Get all hot-and-bothered when staff kill the air-con at noon and disturb your brilliant penny-pinching plan of spending your entire trip
holed up reading in hostels.
6. Take a leisurely 25-minute shower during the morning rush at a hostel with limited bathroom facilities.
7. Don’t take a shower at all ... ever.
8. "Air out" the crusty socks you’ve been wearing for the last two weeks for all to see, smell and enjoy.
9. Persistently hit on other guests in a mixed dorm, especially if you’re a big, scary, drunken male. Have some freakin’ respect, guys.
10. Get all bent out of shape when the guest sleeping in the bunk below you turns out to be a snorer. If you don’t want to share a room
with strangers, book a private.

Further reading
The Definitive Guide to Hostel Etiquette
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Hostel or cheap guesthouse?

Walk in or book
online?

In some cases you might be better off booking a cheap
private room than a dorm bed in the first place.
Southeast Asia is not Europe or America. You don’t need to

A decade ago, when budget accommodation
in Southeast Asia relied almost exclusively on
the walk-in trade and reputations were built
by guidebooks and word-of-mouth, we
wouldn't even have considered this question.

stay in a hostel if you’re on a budget. In fact, there’s no

But in 2013, a steadily increasing number of
backpackers are pre-arranging their
accommodation online, either directly through
individual hostel websites or third-party
booking sites like Agoda and Hostelworld.

you’re dead set on a more upscale area like Siam or

While many backpackers still successfully
hunt around the Khao San area for cheap
beds at a moment's notice, online bookings/
reservations are practically essential for a few
of the most popular modern spots and some
places offer significant discounts if you book
online.

regular guesthouses. Presumably, you’re paying the extra

shortage of bare-bones flophouses along Khao San Road or
Soi Ngam Duphli where you can find a little private box with a
window, hard mattress, fan and shared bathroom for the
same price as -- or even less than -- a bunk in a hostel. If
Sukhumvit, on the other hand, a dorm may be the only viable
budget option.
It’s also worth mentioning that the private rooms offered in
hostels are often significantly pricier than similar digs in
cash for the hostel’s shared entertainment facilities, lounges
and overall social atmosphere. If these are not important to
you, you’ll likely be better served by a cheap guesthouse like
Chada, At Home, New Joe, Lee 3 or Sala Thai.
Of course, there are exceptions. Good value privates can be
scored at Mile Map, Chern Boutique, Cozy Place and S1,
among others, and Skyline’s policy of charging 250 baht per
head whether you take a private or dorm makes it a safe bet
for pairs or groups on a budget.
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Chapter 3

Get orientated

The first question we'd ask anyone looking for a hostel in Bangkok is, "What do you look for in a location?”

contemporary shopping malls, Siam, Silom, Sathorn or

Location, location, location

Sukhumvit are all worth considering.

Some would be perfectly happy if Bangkok was no more than
Khao San Road; others cringe at the thought of going anywhere

Though Siam is home to countless glitzy malls, it also hosts

near this famed backpacker stretch. Some must stay close to a

trendy boutiques and cafes that fill up with students from

skytrain station; others want to be within walking distance of

neighbouring Chulalongkorn University and lend the area a hip,

major cultural attractions. Some hope for an "authentic" Thai

youthful vibe. Think stylish Thai 20-somethings listening to K-pop,

experience in a non-touristy neighbourhood; others expect travel

sipping gourmet coffee and discussing modern art over sushi.

offices on their doorstep.

Sukhumvit has the most "international" feel of anywhere in

If it's close proximity to the city's biggest sights and attractions,

Bangkok, but we found most of the hostels here to be dismal

an old-style Bangkok atmosphere, exquisite but dirt cheap food

save a pair located a few kilometres off the main drag. Down

from hole-in-the-wall shops and the biggest, loudest, most

Sukhumvit way, you'll find nightlife to suit all tastes, more

colourful backpacker scene in Asia, go for Khao San Road or the

shopping malls, lots of expats and tourists, a string of skytrain

surrounding Banglamphu and Rattanakosin historic districts.

stations and easier access to Suvarnabhumi airport than
elsewhere.

For a bustling, not-so-touristy atmosphere that's sure to satisfy
dedicated food lovers, check out Victory Monument or

With excellent connections to the skytrain, subway and express

Chinatown. The former is also a major transport hub with a

boats, a fantastic mix of upscale international cuisine to go with

skytrain station and streams of regional minibuses, while the latter

cheap street food markets, a handful of worthwhile historical

is close to the subway, Hualamphong train station and Chao

sites, a culturally eclectic atmosphere and several quality hostels

Phraya express boat piers.

to choose from, centrally located Silom and Sathorn are both very
good choices.

If you want a slice of modern Bangkok with excellent connections
to public transport, an abundance of international food and
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Udee Hostel

Khao San Immjai
Hostel

Samsen Skyline Hostel

Suneta Hostel
HI Mid Bangkok

Khaosan
NapPark Hostel

Siam Journey
Rang Kha Mhin

Chern Boutique Hostel

Homestay

Niras Bankoc Cultural
Hostel

@Hua Lamphong

Saphai Pae Hostel

Guesthouse

Bangkok Cozy Place
Refill Now!
Lub d Silom

HQ Hostel

Silom Art Hostel

Pridi Hostel

S1 Hostel

Mile Map Hostel
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Chapter 4

By the numbers

When you turn Bangkok upside down and give it a good shake, an awful lot of hostels fall out. Here’s where we looked at, how they
scored and some notable mentions.

Digging for gold
In all we looked at 50 hostels in Bangkok over
a period of roughly six months. Of these 50,
many didn’t make the final cut but of those
that did, we ranked them in our order of our
preference (Dave’s rating).
What we then did was in early December
2013, we looked up our top 20 properties on
HostelWorld and Agoda (two Travelfish.org
booking partners) and we tabulated in their
rankings as well, along with the number of
reviews each property has.
We display these on the following page and
on the introduction page for each hostel -along with a link to that property should you
wish to read some of the thousands of
reviews other travellers have made. In some
cases the property wasn’t listed with Agoda,
Hostelworld or neither, and so we left the field
blank.
You’ll notice these links are marked with an *
to indicate that a commission may be paid to
Travelfish should you make a reservation.

How did they score?
Hostel name

Hostelworld rating

Number of reviews

Agoda rating

Number of reviews

Dave’s rating

@Hua Lamphong Hostel

-

-

7.5/10

365

7

Chern Boutique Hostel

-

-

8.4/10

86

8

Cozy Bangkok Place

91%

395

-

-

9

HI Mid Bangkok

87%

304

7.4/10

32

7.5

HQ Hostel

82%

181

7.9/10

93

7

Khao San Immjai Hostel

94%

127

-

-

8.5

Lub d Silom

92%

2533

8/10

367

8

Mile Map Hostel

88%

111

8.1/10

66

8

NapPark Hostel

92%

1999

8.4/10

181

7

Niras Bankoc Cultural Hostel

92%

1173

8.3/10

33

8

Pridi Hostel

92%

71

8.3/10

5

8

-

-

-

-

8.5

Refill Now!

89%

518

8.1/10

65

8

S1 Hostel

89%

1

8.3/10

41

7

Samsen Skyline Hostel

87%

38

-

-

7

Saphae Pae Hostel

88%

770

8.6/10

719

9.5

Siam Journey Guesthouse

90%

250

7.5/10

19

7.5

Silom Art Hostel

87%

43

7.8/10

58

7.5

Suneta Hostel

89%

243

8.4/10

304

8

Udee Hostel

89%

685

-

-

7.5

Rang Kha Minh Homestay
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Honourable mentions
Choosing the best is a very subjective undertaking. Some of
those that did not make the list but will certainly be a good fit
for some travellers include:
The Chilli
Take a Nap
Link Corner
Baan Bovorn
de Talak
ETZzz
Note that we did not consider places that advertise
themselves as “hostels” but do not have dorms, including:
Baan Dinso Ratchadamnoen and suk11, or places that are
mainly hotels and have only one or two small dorm rooms,
such as the Chinatown Hotel.
Without further ado, here are 20 of the best hostels in
Bangkok. Happy bunking.
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@Hua Lamphong Hostel

Within view of the train station after which it’s named, @Hua Lamphong makes up for its
lack of style with efficient dorms, well-equipped privates and solid common facilities.

We found it refreshing that @Hua Lamphong doesn’t attempt

Essentials

to separate itself from the hostel pack with flashy decor or a

@Hua Lamphong Hostel

place (and a clientele) for the city’s more ‘out there’

326/1 Rama IV Rd
T: (02) 639 1925
www.at-hualamphong.com
at.hua.lamphong@gmail.com

simply want a comfortable, clean and straightforward hostel.

hippie-club-house atmosphere. While there is no doubt a
establishments, there are also plenty of budget travellers who
In this respect, @Hua Lamphong delivers.
For 350 baht, the six-bed mixed dorm has a utilitarian feel,
but it goes above and beyond when it comes to functionality.

From 350 baht

Each bed is outfitted with a private lamp and electrical outlet.
Individual lockers are big enough to fit an average size adult
— and their backpack. And an ensuite bathroom that ensures
you won’t need to wander down a hallway in the wee hours is
equipped with four hot showers shared among the six beds.

Rated 7.5/10 based
on 365 reviews.
Read more*.

Also with an ensuite bathroom, a four-bed mixed dorm on a
higher floor fetches 400 baht per bed. It has all of the same
features as the six-bed edition but gets you more space and a
balcony overlooking the train station. The entire room is
frequently booked in advance — not a bad plan for a small
group of backpackers.

Dave’s score: 7/10

The one potential disadvantage with @Hua Lamphong’s
dorms is that both are mixed, which means guests will
typically need to share sleeping and bathroom space with
members of the opposite sex. With that said, the bathrooms
are partitioned into individual shower rooms with adequate
space to wash up and change clothes in private.
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@Hualamphong also offers private rooms with ensuite
bathrooms and a similarly functional set-up. The smallest
comes with nothing more than two single beds and a window,
but it’s a simple, comfortable choice for 690 baht. A standard
double for 950 baht and a deluxe corner double at 1,050 are
both very spacious, the only difference being a tad more room
in the deluxe. Each comes with soft double bed, desk, fridge,
safe and wide windows with views of Hualamphong station.
While they don’t exactly burst with character, all of the private
rooms offer solid value.
A bright second-floor common space has couches and
beanbag chairs to go with a large LCD TV and a foosball
table. More couches, tables, a cafe serving coffee, Thai and
Western food and four free communal computers are found in
the ground floor lobby area.
We found the English-speaking staff to be patient and helpful.
WiFi is free and works well throughout the fully air-con
building. Cleanliness is well looked after, and while key-cards
are in theory required to access the stairs and each individual
room in practice, when we’ve stayed here this wasn’t the
case.
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Location

Location & tips

While @Hua Lamphong is an obvious winner for travellers
who have a late-night arrival or early morning train to
catch, the hostel also makes a strategic base for
exploring the city, with Hua Lamphong MRT station
literally on the hostel’s doorstep.
Chinatown is a 10-minute walk away and both
Ratchawong and Marine Department Express Boat piers,
where boats can be caught for Khao San Road and
several of Bangkok’s key attractions, are 15 to 20
minutes away on foot.
Silom Road, Lumpini Park and an interchange with the
BTS skytrain are two stops up the subway line.

Photo gallery
Individual “lamps”.

Tips
Turn left out of @Hua Lamphong, walk a short distance, then
cross the street to access the nondescript walkway over the
canal, then take an immediate right, followed by your first left
onto Tri Mit Road. Pass Wat Traimit on the right, and you’ll
reach a traffic circle at the Odeon Gate. Wander to the other
side of this colourful Chinese gate and you’ll find Yaowarat
Rd, a five-minute stroll from the heart of Chinatown.

Map

Get here

@Hua Lamphong Hostel

From Hua Lamphong MRT station, take exit 4 and you’ll pop up

326/1 Rama IV Rd

practically in front of the hostel. From Hualamphong train station,

T: (02) 639 1925

your best bet is to venture down into the connected MRT station,

www.at-hualamphong.com

pass under Rama IV Rd, and re-emerge through exit 4.

at.hua.lamphong@gmail.com
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Cozy Bangkok Place

Hidden in a quiet, “local-style” neighbourhood that’s also centrally located, Cozy
Bangkok Place lives up to its name without sacrificing modern amenities and comfort.

While many hostels set in renovated shophouses have done

Essentials

away with all aspects of the original interiors, we like how

Cozy Bangkok Place

adding flourishes of modern sophistication.

41/146-148 Soi Sunthon Phimon (off Rama IV
Rd)
T: (026) 119 178 / (089) 895 4625
www.cozybangkok.com
cozybangkok@hotmail.com

Creating a sense of spaciousness, polished concrete stairs

Cozy Bangkok Place preserved the best of the old while

and walkways wind around a wide-open central area that
spans several floors. Old photos, tasteful paintings and dark
wood furnishings in the ground-floor lounge/reception
contrast slick walls. An open-air top floor garden space is a
fantastic spot to sit back with a book on a rainy day. The

From 300 baht

hostel also offers laundry facilities, a couple of communal
computers, a small book exchange and free WiFi.
Six-bed male- or female-only dorms are spacious, clean,
comfy and classy, with original hardwood floors, pale blue

Rated 91% based
on 395 reviews.
Read more*.

wooden doors that open onto small balconies, huge wood
bureaus that serve as lockers, cheerful pink and white drapes
over large windows and an atmosphere that just seems to
whisper, "Make yourself at home".
Thick, soft mattresses are placed on sturdy wooden bunks,
each with its own reading lamp and electrical outlet. In

Dave’s score: 9/10

addition to air-con, the rooms come with portable fans. At 300
baht a night, this is excellent value.
On the same floor, a four-bed mixed dorm is similarly inviting,
though smaller and lacking a balcony. With such comfy sixbed dorms, we don’t really see a reason to pay an extra 50
20

baht for a bunk in the mixed room unless perhaps you have a
group of four and want to take over the whole room.
Fan and air-con private single rooms come with nothing more
than a bed, soft lamp and thoughtful art, but at 330 baht for
fan and 400 for air-con, they’re only marginally pricier than the
dorms.
Though lacking any extras, air-con double rooms are
spacious and bright, and some have balcony access. At 650
baht for one double bed or 750 for two twins, these are great
options for budget-conscious couples or a pair of travel
buddies.
All rooms, including privates, rely on spotless shared
bathrooms with modern appliances and enough hot showers
to go around.
The receptionist we met has a wonderfully relaxed and
welcoming personality, to go with an excellent command of
English. When we arrived, she was sitting out front on the
footpath chatting with a guest as though she were a friend,
not a customer. The other staff member we met, a yellow lab
named Dumbo, was equally friendly.
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Location

Location & tips

Placed quietly amid modest yet picturesque homes with
potted plants, Chinese lanterns, Thai flags and grilled
chicken stands out front, Cozy Bangkok Place offers a
chance to stay in an "authentic", "everyday" Bangkok
neighbourhood without straying from central Bangkok.
This is an obvious choice if you need to catch an early
morning long-distance train at nearby Hualamphong, but
with the eponymous MRT station a five-minute walk
away, Yaowarat 15 minutes on foot or five in a taxi, and
Lumpini Park, Silom and an interchange to the BTS sky
train just two stops up the subway line, the location is
also strategic.

Location
Cozy Bangkok Place is located down a narrow side street
near the intersection of Rama IV and Maha Nakhon roads,
both of which are major thoroughfares.

"Located at the end of quiet soi a mere 10
minutes walk from Hua Lamphong railway
station and the MRT Cozy is one of the
best backpacker stays in the area. 20 very
clean large fan or air-con rooms are
available with plenty of shared bathrooms
to choose. A communal area with
computers, free Wi-Fi and very friendly staff
make Cozy’s a very pleasant place to stay"
Dave, The Longest Way Home

Map

Get here

Cozy Bangkok Place

From Hualamphong MRT station, take exit 3 and walk east on

41/146-148 Soi Sunthon Phimon (off Rama IV Rd)

Rama IV Road. Continue straight across the intersection, and

T: (026) 119 178 / (089) 895 4625

then look for a large sign for Cozy Bangkok Place on your left.

www.cozybangkok.com
cozybangkok@hotmail.com
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Chern Boutique Hostel

With rooms, ambiance, staff and location that are all top-notch, Chern Boutique Hostel is
like a poker player with an exceptional hand.

The Thai word chern means “to invite”, but a more practical

Essentials

translation would be “come on in”. Considering how the

Chern Boutique Hostel

like a magnet, and how the receptionist’s composed

17 Soi Ratchasak (off Bamrung Muang Rd)
T: (089) 168 0212
www.chernbangkok.com
info@chernbangkok.com

quite busy, it’s a fitting name. While showing us around, the

hostel’s minimalist open lobby seemed to pull us off the street
demeanour made us feel at ease despite the fact that he was
manager laughed and joked with other staff members; it’s the
sort of light and cheerful air you’d expect at a family-run
guesthouse.

From 400 baht

When it comes to setup, Chern is anything but small. With
shiny white tile floors, high ceilings and huge open-air
windows, several common spaces offer soothing respites
from this otherwise tightly packed city. Well-done wall murals
depicting the animals of traditional Thai proverbs lend
character to the cool ambiance.

Rated 8.4/10 based
on 86 reviews.
Read more*.

A ground-floor restaurant and bar weren’t quite yet open
during our visit (the hostel opened in mid 2013), but they
already seemed like fine places to kick back with a book or
laptop connected to the free house WiFi. In a corner of the
second-floor common area, a handful of computers are

Dave’s score: 8/10

provided free for guests.
The white theme continues into no less than eight airconditioned dorm rooms, available in eight-bed or four-bed,
mixed or women-only varieties. Each bunk comes with a thick
mattress, fresh bedding, towel, private electrical outlet,
reading lamp and locker. A long wooden desk and attached
25

bathroom are shared among guests in each dorm. All
appliances are brand new, and all rooms require key cards for
entry.
Dorms currently fetch 400 baht per bed, though we were told
this will increase to 500 baht once the hostel has been open a
while. 400 is reasonable, but if they go through with the price
increase, it will be questionable value.
The “hostel” also has 64 private rooms spread over four
floors, making it almost feel more like a mid-size hotel. Each
is equipped with air-con, LCD TV, desk, safe, modern ensuite
bathroom, large window, soft lighting, comfy beds on
hardwood platforms and more Thai proverbs on the walls. In
the room we checked out, “A Rabbit Aims for the Moon”
instructs, “Don’t aim at the impossibilities; get grounded”.
The standard double currently goes for 900 baht and a larger
deluxe costs 1,200, but these rates are set to increase to
1,200/1,500 in the not-so-distant future. Even so, this is solid
value given the quality and location.
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Location

Location & tips

If you want to stay away from the backpacker frenzy of
Khao San Road but still within Bangkok’s historic district,
Chern’s location is a selling point. It’s tucked off a
photogenic stretch of Bamrung Muang Road, where
giant Buddha images spill out of temple supply shops
onto the footpath.
The Giant Swing, Wat Suthat, Wat Saket, Democracy
Monument and tons of incredible food are all a stone’s
throw away. Khao San, the Grand Palace and the Chao
Phraya River are a manageable 15-minute walk or fiveminute tuk-tuk ride from Chern. A canal boat pier is
within walking distance, though the nearest skytrain
station is several kilometres away.

Photo gallery
Furniture, flowers and elephants.

Tips
Take a left (west) onto Bamrung Muang and then hang a right
onto Dinso Road after the Giant Swing. Here you’ll find a
wealth of outstanding hole-in-the-wall eateries, including Krua
Apsorn, Arawy Vegetarian, Mont Milk Shop and Tien Song
roast duck.

Map

past the Giant Swing (you’ll pass immediately in front of Wat

Get here

Suthat) and walk straight up Bamrung Muang until you see the

Even in the nearby Khao San Road area, taxi drivers may not

sign.

know tiny Soi Ratchasak by name, so your best bet is to catch a
taxi to Wat Suthat or the Giant Swing (Sao Ching-cha in Thai) and

Chern Boutique Hostel

walk straight east up Bamrung Muang from there. Halfway up the

17 Soi Ratchasak (off Bamrung Muang Road)

block you’ll see Chern’s bright red sign on the right.

T: (089) 168 0212

Chern is about a 15-minute walk from the east end of Khao San

www.chernbangkok.com

Road. Take a right (south) onto Tanao Road, then left (west) onto

info@chernbangkok.com

Ratchadamnoen. Cross the street at Democracy Monument and
head south down Dinso Road. Hang a left (west) after you walk
28

HI Mid Bangkok

A stone’s throw from Victory Monument, HI Mid Bangkok forgoes over-the-top artsy
decor in favour of a classic Thai theme that’s both elegant and functional.

We sensed a real enthusiasm for the city at Mid Bangkok,
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evidenced not only by the helpful staff but also the extensive

HI Mid Bangkok

Though it’s not a party hostel, Hi Mid isn’t a bad place to

481/3 Ratchawithi Rd
T: (02) 644 5744
www.midbangkok.com
info@midbangkok.com

touristy side.

information boards on travel, history and culture in Thailand.
meet other travellers looking to explore Bangkok’s non-

A spacious ground floor lounge is equipped with comfy
furniture, flatscreen TV and computers, and a nearby loft
features sofas, a little library and old black-and-white photos

From 390 baht

of Bangkok in the early to mid 20th century. With a spirit
shrine and tables for chilling out, a pleasant outdoor garden
area tops the fifth floor. The hostel also offers a kitchenette,
laundry room and free WiFi. The whole building is airconditioned, but it’s shut off in the dorms from around 08:00
to 18:00.

Rated 8.3/10 based
on 5 reviews.
Read more*.

Eight- or six-bed dorm rooms in women-only or mixed
varieties are offered, all with semi-private bunks stacked podstyle on either side of the small rooms. Each bed comes with
privacy curtain, personal locker, electrical outlet, reading lamp

Rated 87% based
on 304 reviews.
Read more.

and small ‘in-pod’ storage space. Mattresses are on the firm
side. Modern, spotless shared bathrooms are segregated by
sex. The listed rate for all dorm beds is 490 baht or 430 if
you’re a member of Hostelling International, though we were
quoted 390 as walk-ins in August 2013.
With polished concrete or patterned tile floors that could be

Dave’s score: 7.5/10

out of a 1930s mansion, elegant Thai-style paneled wood
30

walls, comfortable beds on raised wooden platforms,
recessed lighting, sophisticated art and plenty of windows,
designers didn’t cut any corners on privates with ensuite
bathrooms. Though fridges are lacking, safes are included
and the most expensive room has a small flatscreen TV. The
double goes for 1,650 baht, or 1,350 if you’re a Hostelling
International member, a triple fetches 1,800/2,100 and a quad
runs 2,400/2,700.
Though the accommodation is excellent, these rates are on
the pricey side even with the HI discount. It’s worth
mentioning that we noticed cheaper rates on Agoda. Location
is another plus factor; apart from long-term serviced
apartments and aging hotels, Victory Monument is short on
places to stay. Friendly staff sweetens the deal by offering
free tours (provided guests pay their own food and transport
expenses) around the Bangkok area.
The Mid Bangkok’s sister property — HI Sukhumvit — has a
more stripped down feel and slightly lower prices on
Sukhumvit Soi 38.
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Location

Location & tips

Mid Bangkok is tucked down a reasonably quiet alley off
Ratchawithi Road, a stone’s throw from the actual Victory
Monument traffic circle and a quick five-minute stroll to
the BTS skytrain station of the same name. Fleets of
taxis, tuk-tuks, motorbike taxis, city buses and minibuses
are all at your fingertips. Practically anywhere in the city
is within relatively easy reach from here.
But Victory Monument isn’t only worthwhile as a strategic
base. An infectious energy charges through the air.
Footpaths are lined with some of the best and most
abundant street food in the city, including a famous boat
noodle alley and a great mix of bars and eats on
Rangnam Road.

Photo gallery
Garden hideaway.

Tips
Loop around the skywalk that encircles Victory Monument to
where the western part of Ratchawithi Road begins, and
you’ll be within a 10-minute stroll of the little-known Phaya
Thai Palace. While the palace itself is photogenic, the
highlight is Café de Norasingha, one of Bangkok’s classiest
spots to linger over a cup of coffee.

Map

Get here

HI Mid Bangkok

From Victory Monument BTS station, take the skywalk past exits

481/3 Ratchawithi Rd

3 and 4, and head to the right along the elevated walkway that

T: (02) 644 5744

winds around the traffic circle.

www.midbangkok.com
info@midbangkok.com

You’ll reach Ratchawithi Road when you get exactly a quarter of
the way around the circle. Cross over the street and take the
stairs at the other side, then walk south on Ratchawithi away
from the monument.
After no more than 100 metres, you’ll see a sign for HI Mid on the
left.
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HQ Hostel

It may not be the biggest or cheapest in town, but HQ Hostel’s fantastic location and
slick design offer a chance to experience Bangkok’s modern side.

Occupying four industrial-chic floors that incorporate no
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shortage of polished concrete and messages like "YOU ARE

HQ Hostel

aims for a sleek, minimalist design that’s far more cool than

5/3-4 Silom Soi 3
T: (02) 233 1598
www.hqhostel.com
team@hqhostel.com

clumsy; the polished concrete stairs are a bit slippery and

AWESOME" stencilled in black onto stark white walls, HQ
cosy. Beware if you’ve had a few drinks or are just hopelessly
low-hanging concrete passageways warrant "watch your
head" signs.
Dorms come with thin mattresses on white wooden bunks,

From 380 baht

with random strips of colour to contrast flush white walls and
more polished concrete. Cleanliness is very well looked-after.
Each bunk is equipped with its own soft reading lamp,
electrical outlet, digital lock box (an anomaly in Bangkok
hostels) and small drawer for storage. White stained glass
windows with no curtains allow the morning sun to filter

Rated 7.9/10 based
on 93 reviews.
Read more*.

inside. While the cool atmosphere will be a blessing on
scorching hot days, there’s not a lot of space to move around.
You can choose between a 10-bed dorm for 380 baht, six
beds at 535 each, and a four-bed room that somehow fetches

Rated 82% based
on 181 reviews.
Read more*.

a whopping 630 per bunk. At time of writing, bunks in the 10bed option were being offered at a discounted rate of 350
baht. We were told that a female-only room is available,
though it wasn’t clear which one it is. Immaculate shared
bathroom facilities have several shower rooms with rain
showerheads to go with modern facilities. All rooms are

Dave’s score: 7/10

accessed with a key-card and equipped with air-con.
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For 1,300 baht, a small double private room has only a narrow

In an area where real estate is among the priciest in Thailand, HQ

desk to accompany a bunk bed for two travellers, and it relies on

makes do with relatively cramped space. The focal point of a

the shared bathroom facilities. The slightly larger 1,800 baht

shared beanbag lounge is a wide LCD TV with several English

private has a peculiar setup that relies on a long, white curtain to

channels and an impressive DVD selection. Downstairs, a small

separate a double mattress on a raised polished concrete

cafe/chill space has free WiFi, a couple of communal computers,

platform from the disproportionately large ensuite bathroom.

book exchange and tour desk. On an upper floor landing, an outof-place but perfectly welcome exercise bike and elliptical

Compared to other hostels in this area, rack rates for both private

machine sit in the corner. The stylish young staff fit seamlessly

rooms are way overpriced, but a seemingly never-ending stay-

into the contemporary-urban theme, and we found them friendly

two-nights-and-get-the-second-free promotion makes them

enough.

more reasonable. During our visit, we were actually told that we
could buy one night and get a second free. This sounds like an
incredible bargain, but in reality, it would put the nightly rates in
line with the competition.
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Location

Location & tips

HQ is a five-minute walk from Chong Nonsi and Sala
Daeng BTS stations, as well as Silom MRT subway
station.
Siam Square, Hualamphong train station and an
interchange to the Sukhumvit line of the BTS system are
all two stops away, while the central Chao Phraya
express boat pier is three stops in the other direction.
Frenetic at any hour, the immediate vicinity is home to an
abundance of food and nightlife, and nearby Lumpini
Park provides respite from the bustle. If we were giving
out a "best location award", HQ would probably win.

Tips
For abundant street food that includes barbecued whole
fishes, spicy northeastern Thai salads, curries over rice and
stewed pork with rice, to name just a few, be sure to check
out Soi Convent after dark.

Map

Get here

HQ Hostel

From Sala Daeng BTS station, take exit 2 and walk west along

5/3-4 Silom Soi 3

Silom Road. After you pass Soi Covent, Silom Soi 3 will sneak up

T: (02) 233 1598

on the left. You’ll see HQ on the left immediately after entering

www.hqhostel.com

the soi.

team@hqhostel.com
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Khaosan Immjai Hostel

The Thai word imm-jai translates as “full heart”, an expression that denotes inner
contentment. With a welcoming staff and cheerful atmosphere, Khaosan Immjai is aptly
named.

Immediately after our arrival at Khaosan Immjai, a young
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woman who speaks near perfect English greeted us with a

Khaosan Immjai Hostel

many happy-looking guests we encountered, the hostel

smile and a positive, service-oriented attitude. Judging by the
seems to have caught on quickly after opening in mid 2013.

240 Samsen Soi 1
T: (02) 629 3088; (081) 615 1029
khaosanimmjai@gmail.com
www.khaosanimmjai.com

A relatively spacious ground floor common area has several
wooden tables and chairs, sofas, free communal computers
(WiFi is also free) and a book exchange. Laundry facilities are
found just beyond a key-card entrance that leads up to the

From 280 baht

dorms.
This is strictly a hostel — no private rooms — and it’s a good
choice for solo travellers looking to meet other people. With
that said, it’s more of a laidback vibe than a party one.

Rated 94% based
on 127 reviews.
Read more*.

The hostel occupies a renovated townhouse with chunky
wooden stairs leading up five floors, all of which are designed
to the tune of a bright, primary colour. Decorated with potted
flowers and paintings of kittens and bunnies, each floor has
its own shared bathroom with modern, immaculate
appliances. An entire floor is for women only, and air-con is
standard in all dorms. Shared balconies on each floor are an

Dave’s score: 8.5/10

added bonus.
Airy and simple 14-bed dorm rooms include bleached wood
floors and generous windows that allow natural light to filter
through orange-green drapes. Similarly inviting (and
presumably a bit quieter) are the smaller rooms with two
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bunks on either side. In all rooms, sturdy hardwood bunks are
outfitted with thick, cushy mattresses and high-quality
bedding. Each bunk comes with an electrical outlet, reading
lamp and plus-size locker.
Along with an included “mini breakfast”, a bunk in the larger
rooms goes for 350 baht per night while those in the smaller
rooms fetch 420 baht. Especially when you consider that
nearby NapPark and Suneta charge between 440 and 600
baht for similar offerings, Immjai offers very good value for
money.
At time of writing, beds in the larger rooms were being sold at
a promotional rate of 280 baht per night.
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Location

Location & tips

Immjai enjoys an excellent location on Samsen Soi 1, a
painless five- to 10-minute stroll from Khao San, Phra
Arthit Road, Phra Sumen Fort and the Chao Phraya river.
Running parallel to a picturesque canal, Samsen 1 is a
quiet sidestreet with a temple, attractive old wood homes
and a few street food carts. With its large sign and
orange facade, the hostel is easy to find.

Photo gallery
The local khlong (canal).

Tips
If you get tired of cheap buckets and dance parties on Khao
San, walk out to Samsen Road from Khaosan Immjai, take a
left and settle in for a night of sizzling blues at one of
Bangkok’s best live music bars -- Adhere the 13th.

Map

Get here

Khaosan Immjai Hostel

From the west end of Khao San Road, take a right (north) onto

240 Samsen Soi 1

Chakrabongse Road and continue straight. Samsen 1 will be the

T: (02) 629 3088 ; (081) 615 1029

first left after the canal bridge, and the hostel is a short walk in on

www.khaosanimmjai.com

the left.

khaosanimmjai@gmail.com

From Phra Arthit express boat pier, take a left (north) out of the
pier onto Phra Arthit Road. Follow the road around the corner at
Santichaiprakan Park, and immediately after you pass Phra
Sumen Fort, take a left into narrow Soi Lamphu. Take the next
right onto Samsen 1 and Khaosan Immjai will be on the right.
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Lub d Silom

One of the pioneers of Bangkok’s modern hostel craze, Lub d Silom remains a great
place to lie down, kick back and meet up. This is the hostel that so many hostels have
copied.

With mural size maps of Bangkok painted onto polished
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concrete walls, catwalk style walkways and abundant wall-

Lub d Bangkok - Silom

is a very popular spot for twenty-something backpackers

4 Decho Rd (between Silom & Surawong Rds)
T: (02) 634 7999
F: (02) 634 7510
www.lubd.com
contact.silom@lubd.com

meeting people is a breeze.

size windows, Lub d Silom has a trendy, industrial edge. This
looking to stay somewhere other than Khao San Road --

The hostel offers exceptional common spaces, outdone only
by the much larger Saphai Pae. Grab one of many seats on
the streetside terrace, grab a beer or coffee in the airy cafe/
bar, grab breakfast at a spacious wooden table in the lobby,

From 460 baht

or grab a movie in the minimalist "theatre" with red bean bag
seats and widescreen LCD TV. Other facilities include a free
computer station with six PCs (WiFi is also free), book
exchange, laundry room and tour desk. The only things
missing are a billiards table, rooftop garden and lift.

Rated 8/10 based
on 367 reviews.
Read more*.

Security is excellent -- you’ll need a key-card to access the
stairway and another to get into your room. Separated by
gender on each floor, modern shared bathrooms are spacious
and bright with more than enough shower rooms, sinks and

Rated 92% based
on 2,533 reviews.
Read more*.

toilets. Aside from an inevitable smelly traveller or two, the
whole air-conditioned building is immaculate. The young staff
sees a lot of (sometimes smelly) travellers come and go; while
they’re not overly friendly, they are professional and helpful
enough.
Numerous dorm rooms in mixed and ladies-only varieties

Dave’s score: 8/10

come with six or eight beds for 460 baht or 10 beds for 440.
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For the price, you might expect extra features like personal lock

For 1,100 baht, a reasonably spacious and very bright private

boxes or privacy curtains, but Lub d’s dorms don’t offer anything

double with bunk bed, small writing table and lock box relies on

too special. Though they’re smartly designed with fairly large

the shared bathroom facilities. Another 600 baht bags you a top-

lockers placed between beds, the relatively cramped confines

floor corner "suite" with an inviting minimalist design to go with

feel even less spacious when they’re full, which is more often

double bed, LCD TV and ensuite bathroom. The only strange bit

than not.

is that the basin sink is located outside of the bathroom -- handy
only if you’re keen on brushing your teeth in bed.

Still, thick mattresses with high quality linens and fuzzy blankets
make the red or fluorescent green bunks perfectly comfortable,

Given the relatively steep rates for privates, we’d be inclined to

and they are equipped with private reading lamps and electrical

book a cheaper private at Lub d’s similarly funky sister property

outlets. The bunks wouldn’t be the best value if they were in a

in the Siam Square area. While dorms at Lub d Siam are more

less secure hostel with fewer common areas and a more out-of-

spacious and stylish, they’re also a fair bit pricier.

the-way location, but all things considered, they’re priced right
where they should be.
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Location

Location & tips

Lub d’s original Silom branch is located on relatively
quiet Decho Road, about 200 metres from Silom Road
and a 10- to 15-minute stroll to Chong Nonsi or Sala
Daeng BTS skytrain stations and Sam Yan or Si Lom
MRT subway stations.
Needless to say, the location is very strategic for some
urban exploration. From local-style street markets to
debaucherous bars to slick cafes and a haunting Hindu
temple, the surrounding area is one of Bangkok’s most
eclectic.

Photo gallery
Shared bathrooms.

Tips
From Lub d Silom, walk out to Silom Road, cross the street
and take a left, but instead of continuing up towards Chong
Nonsi BTS station, hang a right into Silom Soi 9. Directly
across the street from an ancient cemetery you’ll find a
northeastern Thai street restaurant known as Laap Pet
Yasothan. It’s dark and a bit spooky, but the fiery Isaan fare,
including som tam, laap and nam tok, is phenomenal.

Map

Get here

Lub d Bangkok - Silom

From Chong Nonsi BTS station, take exit 3 and head north, then

4 Decho Rd (between Silom and Surawong Rds)

take a left onto Silom immediately after you cross the road.

T: (02) 634 7999

Continue for about three minutes, take a right (north) onto Decho

F: (02) 634 7510

Road, and Lub d will be on the left after another three-minute

http://www.lubd.com

stroll.

contact.silom@lubd.com
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Mile Map Hostel

Understated style and immaculate dorms in an eclectic area make Mile Map one of the
best value hostels in town.

Set to the tune of a minimalist-urban design, Mile Map’s air-
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conditioned ground-floor lobby and common space beckons

Mile Map Hostel

chairs or a long wooden table.

Pan Rd (behind Sri Maha Mariamman Temple)
T: (02) 635 1212
http://www.facebook.com/milemap.hostel

This is a great place to play cards, chat with other travellers,

From 290 baht

With views overlooking the historic Sri Maha Marriaman

travellers to take a seat on one of the stylish couches and

watch a movie on the widescreen TV or check your email at
one of the communal computers (WiFi is also free).

Hindu temple and Meerazuddin Mosque, an evolving rooftop
lounge shows promise as a late-night gathering spot/
smoker’s den. Mile Map also offers a large kitchen with coffee
and tea facilities. The staff-member who showed us around
was helpful and relaxed, and he lived in a few Western
countries so speaks excellent English.

Rated 8.1/10 based
on 66 reviews.
Read more*.

10-bed air-con dorm rooms are spacious, spotless and bright,
and large shared bathrooms with stainless steel basin sinks
are beyond adequate. Set on thin steel bunks that are spaced
a fair distance apart from one another, each bed comes with
private reading lamp and locker. Mattresses are on the thin

Rated 88% based
on 111 reviews.
Read more*.

side, but at 290 baht for mixed or 330 for women-only, rates
are considerably less expensive than other Silom competitors.
Along with the dorms, Mile Map offers a handful of private
rooms that also beat many competitors when it comes to
value. The cheaper privates with shared bathrooms are

Dave’s score: 8/10

seriously basic — nothing but soft mattresses on simple
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wooden frames — and they’re quite dark and gloomy
compared to the dorms. They do have air-con, however, and
at 690 baht for a double or 1,300 baht for a large room that
comfortably sleeps four, they could be worse.
On the upper floor, a more upscale private with double or twin
beds, air-con, TV and ensuite bathroom is rather more
inviting. At 990 baht, it’s a solid choice for flashpackers who
want the option of lounging while watching a movie in private.
Overall, Mile Map is a good hostel with prices that make it
great.

Photo gallery
Rooftop hideaway.
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Location

Location & tips

Situated a stone’s throw from Silom Road on a side alley
off Pan Road, Mile Map enjoys a slice of what’s arguably
the most vibrant and eclectic part of Bangkok. It’s behind
Sri Maha Mariamman Hindu temple and across the street
from Kathmandu Gallery. With the Chao Phraya River and
two BTS stations also within walking distance, Mile
Map’s location is very convenient.
When it comes to food, Bangkok’s multicultural character
is captured in the blocks surrounding Mile Map. Indian,
Lebanese, Korean, Chinese, Italian, Mexican, sushi,
burgers, steaks, Irish pubs, wine bars, northeastern Thai,
formal sit-down Thai and no shortage of street food are
all just around the corner.

Tips
Cross Silom Road and head into Soi 20 for a lively yet casual
strip of cheap, quality Thai barbecue with plenty of beer to go
around. For a bit more sophistication, walk all the way to the
end of Soi 20 and take a right. You’ll emerge at the historic
Neilson Hays Library.

“European style hostel near a Hindu
Temple, with kitchen, free tea and coffee
and two minute noodles, computers, large
dining and lounge area and mezzanine
reading space. Double room with ensuite,
990 baht. Twin bunk with no windows, 690
baht. Thin walls but very clean, helpful
staff. More expensive than other areas of
Bangkok but nicer and cleaner.”
Simone, The Track & Off It.

Map

minutes, and then go left into the narrow alley just before you hit

Get here

Silom Road.

From Chong Nonsi BTS station, take exit 2 and then take the first
left (west) onto Silom Road. Walk for around 15 minutes until you

Mile Map Hostel

see Sri Maha Mariamman Hindu temple on the left (you can’t

Pan Rd (behind Sri Maha Mariamman Temple)

miss it). Take a left onto Pan Road immediately before the

T: (02) 635 1212

temple, and then look for the narrow side alley on the right, just

http://www.facebook.com/milemap.hostel

before Chennai Indian Vegetarian Restaurant (don’t miss that
either). You’ll see Mile Map on the left.
From Surasak BTS station, take exit 3 and head east on Sathorn
Road. Take the second left onto Pan Road, walk for about 10
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NapPark Hostel

A lively social scene elevates the popular NapPark from average to outstanding -- if your
top priority is making friends.

Quite possibly Bangkok’s most popular hostel, NapPark is

Essentials

consistently full of youthful backpackers looking to meet up

NapPark Hostel

disorganised and value a bit questionable, but the highly

5 Tani Rd
T: (02) 282 2324
www.nappark.com
contact@nappark.com

NapPark always buzzes with activity, and it’s unusual that the

and have some fun. We found the facilities mediocre, staff
social atmosphere is all that most guests seem to care about.
cheaper beds can be scored as walk-ins.
Staff is neither friendly nor unfriendly -- it’s obvious that they
see backpackers come and go by the dozen each day. The

From 400 baht

hostel offers onward transport bookings and a handful of
tours, though judging by the incomplete info and rather lazy
attitude received by a guest who inquired about transport to
Chiang Mai, the service seems questionable. Security is solid,
with key-cards required to access the stairs and again for
each room.

Rated 8.4/10 based
on 89 reviews.
Read more*.

With no private rooms to speak of, air-conditioned dorms
come in four options -- 22-bed "economy" rooms with no
windows for 400 baht, 22-bed "standard" rooms with big
windows for 440 baht, and eight-bed female or mixed

Rated 92% based
on 1,999 reviews.
Read more*.

"superior" rooms for 520 baht. Standard and economy
editions are smartly designed with long lines of bunks
separated by white pull-down screens, which allow for a fair
amount of privacy despite the high number of guests in a
single room. Each bunk comes with reading lamp, electrical
outlet and locker.

Dave’s score: 8/10
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On the other hand, the mattresses set on basic white steel
frames are thin and rather hard, sheets a bit scratchy, and the
lower bunk is placed directly on polished concrete floors that
were moist enough to dampen the soles of our feet. The
rooms have a cold, spartan feel. Apart from the clammy
floors, though, cleanliness is commendable given that the
larger rooms are nearly always full.
On the top floor, superior dorms are more spacious, less
damp, and have polished white walls adorned with murals of
golden Bodhi trees. While they’re not bad, we’d spend the
extra 70 baht on a private pod dorm with personal TV at
nearby Suneta Hostel.
On each floor, small but clean shared bathrooms are
separated by gender. We liked the copper basin sinks and
dark wood doors, but with roughly 10 people sharing just two
showers and two toilets, you’ll want to wash up early.
Sharing the air-conditioned ground floor with reception, the
hostel’s main, rather dark common lounge features a bar, four
communal computers and giant mattresses where guests can
lie about and mingle. Buttressing the entrance, a smaller
outside lounge has Thai axe pillows placed around low-lying
tables and an old spirit tree, as well as a juice, smoothie and
coffee bar. On the top floor, a small but pleasant garden area
lies just outside of a quiet common room with a desk, a few
books and floor cushions.
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Location

Location & tips

NapPark is located at the western end of Tani Road, a
stone’s throw from Soi Rambutri and Khao San Road just
south of that. Unlike those two strips of unabashed
backpacker mania, Tani retains -- at least for now-- a
"local" element with its cheap clothes and food stalls that
line the footpaths.
The Chao Phraya River and Phra Arthit express boat pier
are an easy 10-minute walk to the west. Nighttime noise
is more often the result of partying guests rather than
traffic.

Photo gallery
Street frontage.

Tips
If you’re in the market for a good read, you’re in luck. One of
Bangkok’s better used book shops, Shaman, is a five-minute
walk away on Khao San. Several smaller book shops are on
Soi Rambutri, and no shortage of “enlightening” titles are
available at Mahamakut Buddhist University bookstore,
across from Wat Bovorniwet. Looking for a relaxed spot to
read with a pot of herbal tea and some homemade vegan
fare? Check out Ethos.

Map

NapPark is directly across the street from Rang Kha Mhin

Get here

Homestay.

From the west end of Khao San Road, walk north up
Chakrabongse Road, take the second right (east) onto Tani Road,

NapPark Hostel

and you’ll see NapPark’s yellow sign on the left.

5 Tani Rd

From Phra Arthit express boat pier, take a left (north) onto Phra

T: (02) 282 2324

Arthit Road, crossing the street when you can. Follow the road as

www.nappark.com

it cuts to the right (west) and turns into Phra Sumen Road (you’ll

contact@nappark.com

see Phra Sumen Fort at the corner). Continue to Chakrabongse
Road, take a right (south) and cross to the other side. Tani Road
will be the second left.
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Niras Bankoc Cultural Hostel

The intimate Niras Bankoc Cultural Hostel occupies a 140 year-old house in the heart of
Bangkok’s historic district. If you prefer creaky teak wood to polished concrete, look no
further.

First, what’s up with the long name? Made famous by 18th to
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19th century Thai writer, Sunthorn Phu, a niras (also nirat) is a

Niras Bankoc Cultural Hostel

usually involves travel, nostalgia, love and loss. Bankoc might

204-206 Mahachai Rd
T: (022) 214 442
www.nirasbankoc.com
nirasbankoc@gmail.com

throwback to how the city’s name (roughly meaning "plum

distinctly Thai type of story that’s written in poetic prose and
seem like a simple misspelling, but in fact it’s an intentional
village" in Thai) appeared on a French map in the late 1600s.
Once you see the location, the "Cultural" part is a little more
obvious.

From 400 baht

First built in 1869, the two-storey shophouse has been in the
same family since 1905, and their dedication to preserving it
is commendable. Long before it was carefully touched up and
transformed into a hostel, it had more humble existences as
grocery and hardware stores. Walls are decorated with faded
black-and-white photos that hint at what the area was like in

Rated 8.3/10 based
on 33 reviews.
Read more*.

bygone eras.
The hostel has preserved many of the building’s original teak
wood floors and stairs along with more modern glossy
hardwood floors. Dark wood cabinets and doors, dangling

Rated 92% based
on 1,173 reviews.
Read more*.

glass lanterns, oval-topped archways and French vanilla paint
on the original walls all project the feel of a historic houseturned-museum. An inviting ground floor lobby/cafe serves
quality coffee, cake and Western style breakfasts -complimentary if you book a private room.
A narrow doorway takes you to an air-conditioned shared

Dave’s score: 8/10

common room with a flatscreen TV, modest book and DVD
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collection, fridge and love seat. Though comfortable enough,
it doesn’t seem to get much use. From there, a rather steep
teak wood stairway leads up to the guestrooms.
Simple and airy, a single six-bed mixed dorm room offers a
fair amount of space, with massive lockable wood bureaus
placed between each bunk. Fresh white sheets and fluffy
pillows adorn comfy mattresses that fall somewhere between
firm and soft. Each bed comes with soft reading lamp,
electrical outlet, small wood shelf and towel. At 400 baht per
bed, this is decent value.
Shared bathroom facilities include two toilet rooms, two
shower rooms and two stained glass basin sinks. Like the rest
of the building, the bathrooms appeared exceptionally well
kept, and showers are partitioned by the same dark wood
swing-open doors that are featured throughout the hostel.
Niras’ three lovingly decorated private rooms made us feel
like we’d wandered into a late 19th century travellers’ lodge.
The smaller one relies on shared facilities and goes for 1,300
baht while the other two with gorgeous ensuite bathrooms
cost 1,600. All of them boast sumptuous hardwood floors to
go with vintage furnishings. Soft pink walls in the "Bankoc
Yai" room are lovely, but the mint green theme of "Bankoc
Noi" borders on the exquisite.
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All rooms are air-conditioned, WiFi is free, and the pricier privates

Staff are extremely friendly, almost overbearingly so, and we

have TVs. The hostel does not offer communal computers, but a

noticed that they were on a first-name basis with several of the

cheap internet cafe is located next door. In terms of security,

guests. A far cry from the apathetic/rude staffs you’ll find at many

surveillance cameras in hallways and a very watchful staff offset

guesthouses in this area, they seem to take great pride in their

a lack of key-cards.

hostel.

Niras does have one major disadvantage: street noise. The
constant hum of traffic seeps in through the old building’s thin
walls, and we could hear neighbourhood conversations when we
passed through the dorm. Earplugs are a good idea. The hostel is
not a bad spot to make friends with twenty to thirty-something
cultured travellers, though the social scene is hit-and-miss as this
is a very small hostel.
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Location

Location & tips

Niras is set at the corner of Mahachai and Bamrung
Muang roads, where fourth generation families continue
to sell medicines, groceries, wood furniture, temple
supplies and roast duck with rice. This is one of those
rare places where the history lives and breathes.
The hostel is also within walking distance of some of
Bangkok’s most prominent cultural sites. Wat Suthat and
Wat Saket are a five-minute walk away, while the Grand
Palace, Wat Pho and Khao San Road can be reached in
15 to 20 minutes on foot.
Incredible, inexpensive food abounds in this area.

Photo gallery
Back street old school Thailand.

Tips
From Niras, head south along Mahachai Road and you’ll find
arguably the best pad Thai in Bangkok at Thip Samai, on the
left after a five-minute stroll.

Map

head south down Dinso Road. Hang a left (west) after you walk

Get here

past the Giant Swing (you’ll pass immediately in front of Wat

Catch a taxi from anywhere to the corner of Bamrung Muang and

Suthat) and walk straight up Bamrung Muang, then a left onto

Mahachai roads. If the driver has trouble understanding, ask to

Mahachai.

be dropped at Wat Suthat or the Giant Swing (Sao Ching-cha in
Thai) and walk straight east up Bamrung Muang from there. Take

Niras Bankoc Cultural Hostel

a left (north) onto Mahachai and Niras Cultural Hostel will be on

204-206 Mahachai Rd

your immediate left.

T: (022) 214 442

Niras is about a 15-minute walk from the east end of Khao San

www.nirasbankoc.com

Road. Take a right (south) onto Tanao Road, then left (west) onto

nirasbankoc@gmail.com

Ratchadamnoen. Cross the street at Democracy Monument and
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Pridi Hostel

Named after the non-touristy avenue on which it’s located, Pridi Hostel offers the comfy,
homely atmosphere of a bed and breakfast in a budget-friendly package.

Set in a renovated shophouse on a colourful, “everyday

Essentials

Bangkok” sort of street, Pridi Hostel looks like a cosy cafe

Pridi Hostel

area doubles as a small eatery with a few tables and a

from the outside. In fact, it is one -- the ground-floor reception
counter where ice cream and fresh coffee are served.

Corner of Pridi Banomyang Rd (aka
Sukhumvit 71) and Pridi Soi 35
T: (089) 103 1388
www.pridihostel.hostel.com
PridiHostel@gmail.com

Instead of stuffing as many beds as possible into limited
space, Pridi has created a cushy atmosphere amid neutral
grey or deep crimson walls and hardwood or polished
concrete floors. Artistic flourishes include vintage chandeliers
and tall Chinese ceramic vases glazed with scenes of the

From 450 baht

ancient orient. Natural light showers through abundant
windows, and all interior spaces are air-conditioned.
The second-floor common area feels like a family living room,
with an inviting leather sofa, antique coffee table, LCD TV with

Rated 8.3/10 based
on 5 reviews.
Read more*.

English channels and plenty of travel books and magazines. It
may not have puffy beanbag chairs or a billiards table, but we
found this to be one of the more relaxing rainy day chill
spaces in any Bangkok hostel. Should you feel the need to fix
a snack, a full common kitchen is located downstairs.

Rated 92% based
on 71 reviews.
Read more*.

Pridi offers three spotless dorm rooms in mixed, male-only
and female-only varieties, each with four bunks on hardwood
frames. The crimson extends to the sumptuous Egyptian
cotton sheets that cover thick, comfy mattresses. While each
room has several windows and a chandelier, all bunks also
come with private reading lamp, electrical outlet, towel and

Dave’s score: 8/10
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locker. For 450 baht per bunk, the relaxed yet serviceoriented staff throws in a complimentary breakfast.
For 2,000 baht, Pridi also has a private quad room with four
bunks and ensuite bathroom that’s suitable for a group of
travellers. Couples might settle into a simple private double
room that relies on the shared bathroom facilities for 1,000
baht. Speaking of the artistic shared bathroom, it boasts a
tasteful Chinese-style blue-and-white ceramic basin sink
against a fiery orange tile wall, with two hot water shower
rooms on either side.
Pridi’s intimate size means that there should always be
enough space for everyone. While this is about as far from a
party scene as you can get, you’ll probably be on a first name
basis with all of your bunkmates real fast. On the other hand,
the hostel’s small size and out-of-the-way location could
mean that you’re stuck with the same two or three people -great if you get on well with them but not so good if they rub
you the wrong way.
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A shorter taxi ride or 20-minute walk takes you to
Ramkamhaeng Airport Rail Link station or Khlong Tan

Location

khlong boat pier.
The trendy nightlife of Thong Lor isn’t too far away, and
reaching Suvarnabhumi Airport is a lot easier from here
than from central Bangkok. On Pridi Road itself, you’ll
stumble onto several hole-in-the-wall food shops and
convenience stores. Though some might feel it’s too far
from the action, we found the setting refreshing in
contrast to the upscale, international atmosphere of
Sukhumvit.

Photo gallery
Late night snack.

Location
Located at the corner of Pridi Banonmyong Road and Pridi
Soi 35, Pridi Hostel is 3.5 kilometres from Sukhumvit Road -a bit too far to walk for most. While it might feel a world away
from all of Bangkok’s delights, it’s only a quick 30 baht
motorbike taxi or 50 baht regular taxi ride to Phra Khanong
BTS station.

Map

Get here

Pridi Hostel

From Phra Khanong BTS station or Ramkamhaeng Airport Link

Corner of Pridi Banomyang Rd (aka Sukhumvit 71) & Pridi Soi 35

station, catch a taxi or motorbike taxi to "Pridi Soi 35". Once you

T: (089) 103 1388

reach the soi, Pridi Hostel will be right in front of you.

www.pridihostel.hostel.com
PridiHostel@gmail.com
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Rang Kha Mhin Homestay

In an area notorious for grungy digs and apathetic receptionists, Rang Kha Mhin
Homestay’s thoughtful staff and homely atmosphere are a breath of fresh air.

Filled with flowers and adorable decor, Rang Kha Mhin’s

Essentials

ground floor Andaman Cafe captures the feel of a seaside

Rang Kha Mhin Homestay

glass doors. Even if not staying here, it’s worth stopping in for

Tani Rd
T: (089) 499 8702 ; (088) 846 7577
www.khaosan-rangkhamhinhomestay.com
supitav@gmail.com

with a cup of fair trade Doi Chaang coffee.

cottage in spite of the sea of pavement that lies beyond its
a hearty, organic breakfast or slice of homemade carrot cake

The fully air-conditioned building looks like a nondescript old
townhouse from outside, but interior spaces have a soothing
quality with understated decor and loads of natural light. It

From 300 baht

was obvious from the start that Rang Kha Mhin’s soft-spoken
manager cares a great deal about the comfort and happiness
of her guests, so we weren’t surprised that this is one of the
only Bangkok hostels to offer on-site Thai massage.
Two four-bed dorm rooms, women-only and mixed, come
with hardwood floors, white cotton drapes over large

Dave’s score: 8.5/10

windows, small balconies over the street, desks with a couple
of chairs and thin but adequate mattresses on sturdy dark
wood frames. Each bunk has privacy curtains to go with
personal power outlets and reading lamps. All dorm beds go
for 300 baht in low season and 350 in the busier months —
very-competitive value given the quality.
While we liked the dorms, we loved the bright corner family
room. Three thick mattresses with fresh sheets are laid out on
hardwood floors and buttressed by sky blue walls with a line
of wrap-around windows. The room also features a long desk
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and two ensuite showers so you don’t have to fight over who
washes up first.
Rates for the family room vary depending on the number of
guests: it fetches 800 baht for two people in low season and
1,200 in high, 1,000 in low and 1,600 in high for three and
1,200 in the slow months or 2,000 during high season for four.
An organic breakfast is included in high season rates.
Though large lockers are offered free of charge, staff told us
that most guests don’t use them because the homely
atmosphere feels secure enough to leave things lying around.
Shared hot water bathrooms are spotless and equipped with
modern appliances. WiFi is free and a communal fridge is
available in a small upstairs common space.
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Location

Location & tips

Rang Kha Mhin’s location towards the west side of Tani
Road is a good choice for those who want to be close to
the action of Khao San but in a more “local” setting than
Soi Rambutri. Cheap food and clothing stalls set up
along the footpath at night, and countless low-key
traveller cafes dot the surrounding area.
Some traffic noise should be expected, though it won’t
be as bad as on nearby Samsen Road. The Chao Phraya
River and Phra Arthit express boat pier are about a tenminute walk to the west.

Photo gallery
Garlands on demand.

Tips
From Rang Kha Mhin, Take a right onto Chakrabongse Road
and then a left onto Phra Sumen Road. After rounding the
corner at Phra Sumen Fort you’ll find irresistible southern
Indian-Thai food at Roti Mataba. Order takeaway and enjoy
Bangkok’s best roti at riverside Santichaiprakan Park across
the street.

Map

Road, take a right (south) and cross to the other side. Tani Road

Get here

will be the second left.

From the west end of Khao San Road, walk north up
Chakrabongse Road, take the second right (east) onto Tani Road,

Rang Kha Mhin is directly across the street from NapPark.

and Rang Kha Mhin Homestay’s green sign will be no more than

Rang Kha Mhin Homestay

50 metres down on the right.

Tani Road

From Phra Arthit express boat pier, take a left (north) onto Phra

T: (089) 499 8702 ; (088) 846 7577

Arthit Road, crossing the street when you can. Follow the road as

www.khaosan-rangkhamhinhomestay.com

it cuts to the right (west) and turns into Phra Sumen Road (you’ll

supitav@gmail.com

see Phra Sumen Fort at the corner). Continue to Chakrabongse
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Refill Now!

From the swanky hangout zone to the mini swimming pool, Refill Now! is no ordinary
hostel.

Set in a modern purpose-built four-storey building, Refill Now!

Essentials

features a spacious open-air ground floor reception/cafe/

Refill Now!

several computers, sumptuous leather sofas and semi-private

191 Pridi Banomyong (Sukhumvit 71) Soi 42,
Yak 5
T: (02) 713 2055
www.refillnow.co.th
refillnow@gmail.com

plushest common area of any hostel in Bangkok. Wander into

restaurant/bar/lounge with a foosball table, reading area,
wooden tables engulfed in tropical foliage. It’s easily the
the hostel’s spacious backyard and you’ll find a small but
inviting plunge pool with more tropical palms and several
lounge chairs spread over a marble patio. This is the only
hostel in town with a lawn, let alone a swimming pool.

From 350 baht

The kitchen whips up a good mix of Pan-Asian, Thai, Italian
and other Western fare, with vegetarian options and hearty
breakfasts available. The bar is no joke either, serving bloody
Marys and beer with a shot of cherry brandy dropped inside
until midnight. The coffee is high quality too.

Rated 8.1/10 based
on 65 reviews.
Read more*.

Take the stairs to the second floor and you enter a sleek
minimalist theme that incorporates glossy white floors and
white stained-glass doors opening to shared male and female
bathrooms that made us imagine what the facilities might look

Rated 89% based
on 518 reviews.
Read more*.

like on a spaceship in the year 2500. The building’s exterior is
made almost entirely of slightly tinted glass, allowing loads of
natural light to flow in. With the exception of the ground floor,
the whole building is air-conditioned.
Dorms come in mixed and female-only varieties, each with six
beds. While the rooms aren’t huge, they are perfectly formed

Dave’s score: 8/10

with comfy mattresses covered in fresh clean sheets on white
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metal frames. Each bunk comes with privacy curtain, private
reading lamp and electrical outlet. Plus-size lockers are
located outside of the rooms near the bathrooms. We were
quoted 350 baht as walk-ins; note that rates for dorms and
private rooms are significantly higher on Refill Now’s website,
but cheaper when we checked on Agoda.com.
At 800 baht for a solo traveller or 1,000 for two, the standard
private rooms are not quite worth the asking price. Though
perfectly clean and comfortable, they’re small and have only a
mattress on the floor with no extras (other than air-con) or
ensuite bathroom.
If you’ve more cash to spend, upper floor loft rooms are
massive and equipped with vintage sofas, coffee tables and
bureaus, modern lighting, dreamy beds, ensuite bathrooms
and white wicker chairs overlooking the surrounding area
through those walls-size windows. Double loft rooms go for
2,000 baht, the triple fetches 2,800 and a quad family edition
comes in at 3,800.
Refill Now’s hip young staff hand out some very well put
together info sheets with basic maps and decent directions
for reaching the nearest public transport options. The vibe is
more professional than friendly, and Refill Now! is better
suited to travellers who like their privacy than those looking to
meet and party.
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The address is not on a soi (sidestreet) but a yak
(sidestreet off of a sidestreet). We had a difficult time

Location

finding the place, and the website’s lack of clear
directions/maps didn’t help. Be warned that a search on
Google Maps inaccurately places the hostel near Asok
BTS station, which is not even close to the actual
location.
It really does feel like you’re staying a world away from
central Bangkok, but in reality, Refill Now! is only a 15minute walk to either Ramkamhaeng Airport Rail Link
station or Khlong Tan pier on the San Saeb canal boat
line. Sukhumvit Road and Phra Khanong BTS sky train
station are 3.5 kilometres away — a motorbike taxi can
get you here for 40 baht or a taxi for around 60,
depending on traffic. A free tuk-tuk shuttle service to the
sky train is also offered daily from 7:00 to 15:00.
On the bright side, Suvarnabhumi airport is practically a

Location
Unfortunately, all of Refill Now’s facilities come at the cost of
an out-of-the-way location. It’s set in a quiet residential area,
about a kilometre off Pridi Banomyang Road (aka Sukhumvit
Soi 71), fairly far out in Bangkok’s southeastern reaches.
Some might find the area to have an “authentic Thai” appeal;
others would say it’s in the middle of nowhere.

straight 20 kilometre shot along a raised motorway.
Closer to the hostel, a good nearby night market gets
rolling every evening around 17:00, and Pridi Road itself
is a pleasant enough affair with lots of cheap local
restaurants and convenience stores.

Map

kilometre and take a left into Yak 5. The hostel will be on the right

Get here

after another 100 metres.

From Ramkamhaeng Airport Link station, head east out of the
station, and then take a left (south) onto Ramkamhaeng Road.

Refill Now!

Cross the intersection and continue south onto Pridi Banomyong

191 Pridi Banomyong (Sukhumvit 71) Soi 42, Yak 5

Road, crossing the street when possible. After you pass over

T: (02) 713 2055

Khlong Tan canal, Soi 42 will be the second left.

refillnow@gmail.com

From Phra Khanong BTS station, take exit 3 and catch a taxi

www.refillnow.co.th

(around 60 baht) or motorbike taxi (40 baht) to Pridi Soi 42.
Once you reach Soi 42, walk into the soi and either catch a
motorbike taxi to Refill Now! for 20 baht, or continue for about a
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S1 Hostel

In a building that once served as a cheap flophouse, S1 Hostel is a flashy, modern and
comfortable choice for those who don’t need an in-house social scene.

Yellow might sound cheesy or tacky, but the hostel pulls off a

Essentials

sleek industrial design by contrasting blazing fluorescent

S1 Hostel

of natural light, contemporary art and Thai antiques that

yellow with dark greys, polished concrete, high ceilings, lots
somehow fit into the decorative mix.

35/1-4 Soi Ngam Duphli
T: (02) 679 7777

Guests can settle into a spacious and bright ground-floor

From 300 baht

bench, a computer corner, kitchenette and map of central

common area with sturdy wood tables, a long cushioned
Bangkok painted on the wall. The stairwell to guest rooms,
laundry facilities and a wide rooftop terrace is reachable only
after passing a secure key-card entrance, and the entire
building is air-conditioned. Though we don’t understand why,
S1’s common room seems to be empty most of the time.
In a corner of the upper floor, six-bed mixed and women-only

Rated 8.3/10 based
on 41 reviews.
Read more*.

dorm rooms aren’t exactly cosy, but they are spacious,
spotless and well equipped. While mattresses are firm and
bunks lack privacy curtains, each comes with private reading
lamp, electrical outlet and locker. Shared modern hot water
bathrooms are attached to each dorm room — a convenient

Rated 89% based
on 1 review.
Read more*.

feature that ensures you won’t need to wander down a long,
dark hallway in your jammies. Mixed dorm beds run 300 baht
per night while the female-only room fetches 380.
Dorms offer solid value, but S1 really shines when it comes to
private rooms. Spacious doubles go for 900 baht and triples
for 1,200, and we found both to be very clean and bright,

Dave’s score: 7/10

even if they lack warmth or elegance. All private rooms come
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with TV, fridge and WiFi. Furniture and appliances appeared
brand new, and encouraging messages are painted onto
bright yellow canvasses.
For 600 baht, the hostel also offers similarly sized double
rooms that are showing their age and come with old
appliances. We were told these are slated for renovation in
the coming year.
Though the atmosphere is more professional than homely, the
receptionist we met was polite and helpful. As we first entered
the hostel, she was doing her absolute best to help a guest
with information on getting somewhere in Bangkok. Though
you might meet other travellers on the rooftop garden, S1 has
more of a ‘keep-to-yourself’ vibe.
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Location

Location & tips

Soi Ngam Duphli is a narrow side street tucked between
Rama IV and Sathorn roads which once rivaled Khao San
for the title of Bangkok’s go-to backpacker district. As
Khao San took off, Ngam Duphli became a tired stretch
of flophouses, bars and hotels. It still offers the same
traveller-oriented restaurants and services as Khao San,
just in smaller numbers.
While it might not be in the most inspiring part of
Bangkok, S1 is near Silom, Sathorn, Lumpini Park and
Lumpini MRT stations making it a decent base for
exploring. If you fancy muay Thai, Lumpini Boxing
Stadium is also a stone’s throw away.

Tips
Head back towards Rama IV (east) from S1 and look for a
pair of red Chinese lanterns at a nondescript shophouse.
That’s Kiew Jeen, a hole-in-the-wall that happens to serve
excellent and hard-to-find (in Bangkok) northeastern Chinese
fare. On the way back to the hostel, wander south down Soi
Si Bamphen and stop in for a drink at Bangkok’s most
infamous dive bar -- Wong’s Place.

Map

Get here

S1 Hostel Hostel

From Lumpini MRT station, take exit 1 and walk east on Rama IV

35/1-4 Soi Ngam Duphli

Road for five minutes, then take a right (south) into Soi Ngam

T: (02) 679 7777

Duphli. Keep walking and you’ll see S1’s fluorescent yellow
frontage after another five to 10 minutes.
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Samsen Skyline Hostel

With a refreshingly simple policy of charging everyone 250 baht per head, Samsen
Skyline aims for friendliness over trendiness and value over style.

Unlike some hostels set in the concrete “townhouses” that

Essentials

appeared in Bangkok by the hundreds during the 1960s and

Samsen Skyline Hostel

Thai-style home. Decor is minimal and style largely

64 Samsen Road (between Soi 2 and Soi 4)
T: (087) 502 0520 ; (091) 031 2310
thaiguest@gmail.com
www.samsenskylinehostel.com

hostel its charm. We’re not big into the fake wood panel floors

‘70s, Skyline has intentionally preserved the feel of a plain
nonexistent, though we feel this is part of what gives the
in some rooms, but the 100% non-pretentious vibe is
welcome.
Speaking of which, this was one of the friendliest staffs we’ve

From 250 baht

encountered. The young and helpful receptionist spoke
perfect English, and all of the other staff members flashed us
warm smiles as they worked -- or casually hung around with
guests. Before turning their house into a hostel, the family-incharge focused on a nondescript khao gaeng (curry and rice)
shop run out of the ground floor.

Rated 87% based
on 38 reviews.
Read more*.

And why stop now? Guests and passersby can still enjoy rice
piled high with authentic Thai curries, stir-fries and salads for
just 30 baht a plate. It sure beats the "American breakfasts"
that go for 100 baht at many hostels. With a few wooden
tables, light violet walls and a flatscreen TV, the ground-floor

Dave’s score: 7/10

lobby/restaurant has the casual feel of a local’s living room.
Atop the sixth floor, a wide terrace has a few tables with
plastic stools, potted plants, a spirit house and some great
panoramic views of the city.
Skyline has a refreshingly simple policy when it comes to
rates: 250 baht per head. Period. Solo travellers can rest up in
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a spacious six-bed mixed dorm, couples might kick back in a
private double, pairs can take a small room with one bunk
bed, and groups can fill up the triple or quad, but everyone
pays the same amount. This is the first hostel we’ve
encountered with such a straightforward pricing system.
Note however that on the hostel’s website, the per-person
rate is listed 50 baht higher than what we were quoted as
walk-ins. If they actually charge 300 baht per person without
adding some upgrades, the value would go from "pretty
good" to "just okay".
All rooms are air-conditioned, many are unexpectedly
spacious, and cleanliness is well looked after. While there are
no dedicated female- or male-only rooms, those who are
more comfortable staying with members of the same sex can
often be accommodated in one of the smaller rooms.
The six-bed room comes with four single beds spaced a good
distance from the next, and one bunk bed pushed against a
quirky wall-size window lined with designs that resemble the
Mercedes Benz logo. Mattresses are firm. Apart from cheap
make-up desks with mirrors, the rooms lack furnishings,
though they all receive a lot of natural light.
On each floor, shared bathrooms are basic Asian wet editions
with a toilet placed next to the shower in the same room.
Some do not have sinks, though we were told that
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renovations planned for the near future will correct this while
generally rendering the bathrooms more comfortable. Lockers
and laundry facilities are available, free WiFi works on the
ground floor, and key-cards are required to enter the hostel
after hours. Staff made it clear that the place just opened in
mid 2013; it’s still a work-in-progress.
Due to the small size, Skyline is better suited to travellers
seeking a simple place to lay their heads rather than those
who hope to meet and mix. On the other hand, budgetminded groups could grab some cheap beer and have a
"private" gathering on the rooftop, and the possibility of
making friends certainly exists.
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Location

Location & tips

An easy walk north of Khao San’s western end, south of
the Dusit palaces, and east of the Chao Phraya river and
Phra Arthit express boat pier, Skyline fronts bustling
Samsen Road.
While this is a strategic location, Samsen is a fairly busy
thoroughfare so some traffic noise should be expected.

Photo gallery
Simple lobby - good food.

Tips
Head north up Samsen Road from Skyline and you’ll enter
the leafy National Library area, which hosts a colourful street
market at the corner of Krung Kasem Road. Take a detour
west from there and you’ll find an authentic wet market
outside of Thewet express boat pier. If you want to gain some
Thai-style merit that can be cashed in for your next
incarnation, buy a fish or eel and set it free in the river.

Map

Get here

Samsen Skyline Hostel

From the west end of Khao San Road, walk north up

64 Samsen Rd (between Soi 2 and Soi 4)

Chakrabongse Road, which turns into Samsen Road after the

T: (087) 502 0520; (091) 031 2310

canal bridge. From that point, Skyline is about 100 steps further

thaiguest@gmail.com

on the right. From Phra Arthit express boat pier, take a left (north)

www.samsenskylinehostel.com

onto Phra Arthit Road, crossing the street when you can. Follow
the road as it cuts to the right (west) and turns into Phra Sumen
Road (you’ll see Phra Sumen Fort at the corner). Continue to
Chakrabongse Road, take a left, and you’ll see Skyline shortly
after the canal bridge.
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Saphai Pae Hostel

Nine spacious floors of comfy dorms and common facilities that are second-to-none; it’s
no surprise that Saphai Pae is one of Bangkok’s most popular hostels.

Before Saphai Pae arrived in 2010, this spacious building

Essentials

housed a number of gemstone dealers. Major renovations

Saphai Pae Hostel

spaces by way of bright lemon yellow paint, maps of the

35 Surasak Rd
T: (02) 238 2322
info@saphaipae.com
www.saphaipae.com

walls and tile floors look as though they were finished

transformed drab old rooms and corridors into fun, funky
world and colourful urban-inspired murals. Polished concrete
yesterday. The whole hostel is air-conditioned and
immaculate.
When it comes to security and common spaces, Saphai Pae

From 400 baht

does not mess around. You’ll find two lifts, key-card
entrances, surveillance cameras in hallways, a bar, restaurant,
lounge with billiards table, plenty of free communal
computers, free WiFi, several TV rooms (yes, several), a big
rooftop chill space and laundry facilities. The vibe is cheerful
and this is a great place to meet other travellers.

Rated 8.6/10 based
on 719 reviews.
Read more*.

Guests can choose from mixed dorms with 10 beds for 380
baht per bed, eight beds for 400, six beds for 420 or four
beds for 450. Two separate dorms just for females are
available with either eight or six beds. Each bunk has a thick,

Rated 88% based
on 770 reviews.
Read more*.

soft mattress with fresh linens to go with private reading lamp,
electrical outlet and locker. Even the 10-bed room is spacious
and bright. On each floor, shared bathrooms (male and
female) are simple but large and modern.
A couple of private rooms with shared bath and no TVs or
fridges that sleep up to four are also available for 600 baht

Dave’s score: 9.5/10
92

per person. These are spacious, simple and clean with large
windows, though it’s not the best value around.
On the higher floors you’ll find similarly sized but better
appointed deluxe and superior rooms (the deluxe is a little
bigger) with plush queen size beds, TVs, fridges, in-room lock
boxes and attached polished concrete bathrooms that
wouldn’t look out of place in an upscale hotel. In the 1,400 to
1,700 baht range, Saphai Pae’s private rooms with ensuite
baths are solid flashpacker material.
We found the yellow shirt-donning young staff to be
welcoming, enthusiastic and professional. Upon reaching
reception we were immediately met by a team of workers, all
of whom granted us a big smile, a positive attitude, more than
adequate English skills and the ability to tell us exactly what
rooms were available for what prices off the top of their
heads.
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Location

Location & tips

Saphai Pae is located a short walk from Surasak BTS
station between Sathorn Road and Silom Road in one of
Bangkok’s largest gem selling districts. Saphai Pae is not
in the middle of the city’s action, but a 10-minute walk
brings you to the vibrant dining, shopping and nightlife of
Silom Road.
Surasak BTS station is just one stop from the Chao
Phraya River and central express boat pier, making this is
an excellent base for exploring the city. If you need a visa
to Burma, the embassy is a 10-minute stroll from Saphai
Pae.

Photo gallery
Put your feet up.

Tips
Saphai Pae is at the corner of Surasak Road and Soi Si
Wiang. Head north on Surasak and you’ll hit Silom Road, but
a stroll down Si Wiang takes you to one of our favourite
"upscale Isaan" restaurants: Baan Somtum.

Map

Get here

Saphai Pae Hostel

From Surasak BTS station, take exit 1, hang a U-turn at the

35 Surasak Rd

bottom of the stairs and walk west on Sathorn Road. Take the

T: (02) 238 2322

first right (north) onto Surasak Road and after another couple

www.saphaipae.com

hundred metres you’ll see Saphai Pae’s black-and-yellow facade

info@saphaipae.com

at the corner of Si Wiang Road.
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Siam Journey Guesthouse

According to staff, Siam Journey “attracts a mix of party animals and bookworms”; it
only makes sense once you’ve experience this rag-tag hostel for yourself.

If not for a golden Thai khon dancer painted onto the beige

Essentials

wall of Siam Journey’s dim ground floor lobby/lounge, we

Siam Journey Guesthouse

Seattle apartment during the early ‘90s grunge days. Lived-in

164/68 Soi Nomchit (off Phaya Thai Rd)
T: (02) 612 0620; (089) 162 7550
www.siamjourneyguesthouse.com

simple rattan mat. Along with industrial-style lamps that hang

would have felt as though we’d stepped into a youthful
love seats and beanbag chairs surround a coffee table on a
over coin-op computers, a trio of lanterns made out of olive
green cloth provides the room’s only light.

From 350 baht

We weren’t sure if the two younger guys who welcomed us,
Henning and Shane, were employees or just long-term
stayers keeping an eye on the place while the owner was out.
In any case, they were as friendly as they were laidback, and
they made us feel like sticking around for a while. If time had
allowed, we would have loved to have settled into the small
rooftop chill space with a beer or some tea and waited to see

Rated 7.5/10 based
on 19 reviews.
Read more*.

what interesting characters might come around after dark.
Though it says “guesthouse” in the name, Siam Journey is
purely a hostel with no private rooms to speak of. 10-bed
dorm and four-bed mixed dorms both come with air-con and

Rated 90% based
on 250 reviews.
Read more*.

fans along with large lockers. Mattresses and comforters are
thick and each bed is equipped with a private reading lamp
and electric outlet. Towels and drinking water are also
provided free of charge.
The 10-bed room is long, narrow and a bit cramped while the
smaller room offers more space per head to go with a

Dave’s score: 7.5/10

blackboard wall on which you can jot down your creative
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travel musings. Three simple hot water shower rooms are
located down a flight of stairs and are shared among guests,
so it might be necessary to queue up for that morning shower.
A tiny kitchen area with a fridge is also communal, and WiFi is
free.
All beds cost 350 baht in high season and 300 during the
slower months, and these rates seemed negotiable for longer
stays. This is reasonable value for the facilities alone, but
Siam Journey sweetens the deal by offering loads of wellthought-out advice on how to approach Bangkok on your
own, much of it written on an informative bulletin board.
The staff apparently go so far as to lead regular trips around
the city and even as far afield as Amphawa, which is done on
a casual basis and doesn’t typically cost extra apart from
covering your own expenses. You’d have to have the social
skills of a shovel to not make some friends at the weekly
group events, including dinner parties held every Sunday.
Keep in mind that this is a small, community-oriented hostel
where entertainment comes in the form of chatting with other
travellers rather than plush in-house theatres and the like. If
you’re not looking to make some friends, look elsewhere.
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Location

Location & tips

Though it’s an easy five-minute walk to Phaya Thai BTS
station and Saphan Hua Chang canal boat pier in central
Bangkok, Siam Journey is hidden down a sub-alley off
the already nondescript Soi Nomchit. The guesthouse’s
website admits that you’ll probably need to ask a local
how to get here. We were able to find it relatively easily,
though we nearly walked right past the mini-shophouse
exterior with only the tiniest of signs.
Siam Journey is situated among mum-and-dad
convenience stores and laundromats in the sort of
neighbourhood that typifies “everyday Bangkok”. The
low-key immediate surrounds provide a pleasant contrast
to the greater Siam Square area with its shopping malls
and Western restaurants, within walking distance of the
guesthouse.
This is also a convenient choice if coming straight from

Tips
If you’re looking for late night eats, head to nearby Petchaburi
Road and you’ll find a clutch of restaurants serving delicious
and cheap khao man kai (chicken rice) in the vicinity of
Phetchaburi Soi 30 until the wee morning hours.

Suvarnabhumi Airport as the Airport Rail Link terminates
at Phaya Thai.

Map

Get here

Siam Journey Guesthouse

Take exit 1 out of Phaya Thai BTS station and walk straight south

164/68 Soi Nomchit (off Phaya Thai Rd)

along the footpath on the west side of Phaya Thai Road. After

T: (02) 612 0620 ; (089) 162 7550

half a kilometre, look for tiny Soi Nomchit on the right, which is

www.siamjourneyguesthouse.com

little more than a narrow alley but is marked by a blue street sign.
From there, walk into the soi then take the second right down a
nameless sub-alley. Walk straight and you’ll bump into the
guesthouse after 30 or 40 metres.
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Silom Art Hostel

Creative types who appreciate over-the-top funky decor but also comfort and security
will fit into Silom Art Hostel like happy little trees in a Bob Ross painting.

Upon entering Silom Art Hostel’s airy lobby, it’s impossible to
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miss the quirky mural of what appears to be a well-dressed

Silom Art Hostel

of LSD. The friendly young man working reception readied

198-19 Soi Silom 14, Bangkok
T: (02) 635 8070
F: (02) 635 7825
sales@silomarthostel.com
www.silomarthostel.com

bits of curio distracted us.

cocktail party -- if the cocktails were made with a few drops
himself in a flash to show us the rooms, but the many odd

The ground floor feels a bit like the dorm room of a heavydrinking twenty-something art student who usually skips
class in favour of crafting “works of art” out of any old thing
found lying around. A metre-tall hookah peeks its head over

From 380 baht

love seats with legs outfitted in torn jeans and cowboy boots.
A painting of a broken heart occupies one wall as an old
broken remote control dune buggy appears to have got stuck
while climbing another. Steel drums converted into stools sit
by a pool table, and an upright piano sits ready for action.

Rated 7.8/10 based
on 58 reviews.
Read more*.

Collages made from soda/beer cans and bottles are a theme
throughout the hostel. We were taken with the enormous
“bottle chandelier” that hangs from the highest ceiling and is
visible through an open shaft through which you can see the

Rated 87% based
on 43 reviews.
Read more*.

fourth floor roof from the ground floor pool table.
Along with the lobby/lounge that’s sure to get the creative
juices flowing, a second-floor chill-out loft has a few
communal computers, a book exchange, a somewhat scary
looking steel chain hammock and long, lounge-style beds for
getting some reading (or napping) in on a rainy day. WiFi is

Dave’s score: 7.5/10

free and seems to work well throughout the building.
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Designed by a group of youthful Thais who obviously had a
blast while doing it, the unusual and intentionally cluttered
common areas remind us a little of some of Bangkok’s hipster
bars. But with wall-size windows, polished concrete floors,
spotless facilities and key-card security, the Art Hostel is no
grungy crash pad.
Once the receptionist finally got us into the space-age seethrough lift to check out the rooms upstairs, we were
impressed by flash privates with soft beds, flatscreen TVs,
tiny desks, immaculate ensuite bathrooms and a drippy
purple paint job for a touch of rebelliousness. Privates go for
1,200 baht per night — about what we’d expect for these digs
in this part of town.
Air-con dorms come in mixed or women-only varieties with
five thick mattresses atop simple steel frame bunks or regular
single bed frames, each with private reading lamp, electrical
outlet and locker. The mixed rooms are a tad dark, but the
ladies’ option is brighter, more spacious and has desks to go
with an old barber’s chair for relaxing on.
In terms of value, dorms are on par with most other hostels in
the Silom area: 380 baht per person for mixed or 450 baht for
female. With shiny modern appliances, tasteful wooden or
bronze basin sinks and a splash of modern art on exposed
brick walls, ample shared bathrooms are a selling point.
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Location

Location & tips

Silom Art Hostel is tucked down Silom Soi 14, and it
stays relatively quiet despite being very close to the lively
nightlife and food scene of Silom Road.
With Chong Nonsi BTS station a mere five-minute walk
away and Silom MRT station a dizzying 15-minute stroll
along footpaths stacked with food vendors, the hostel’s
location is optimal for its immediate surrounds and as a
base for exploring the city.

Photo gallery
Cute double room.

Tips
Take exit 4 out of Chong Nonsi BTS station, walk straight,
then right at Top Charoen Optical and you’ll find yourself
swept into Lalai Sap, one of Bangkok’s best -- and most
well-hidden -- local markets.

Map

Get here

Silom Art Hostel

From Chong Nonsi BTS station, take exit 3 and walk north on

198-19 Soi Silom 14, Bangkok

Naradhiwas Road. When you reach the first intersection, cross

T: (02) 635 8070

the street and take a left (west) onto Silom Road. Continue

F: (02) 635 7825

walking and cross Decho Road, and Silom Soi 14 will be the next

sales@silomarthostel.com

right. You’ll see Silom Art Hostel’s multi-colour frontage as soon

www.silomarthostel.com

as you enter the soi.
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Suneta Hostel Khaosan

Whether you go for a traditional bunk or private pod, Suneta Hostel is one of
Banglamphu’s best.

Occupying the top three floors of a renovated shophouse,
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Suneta can only be reached by a lift accessed directly from

Suneta Hostel Khaosan

necessary to buzz the staff if you don’t already have a key

209-211 Kraisi Rd
T: (02) 629 0150
sleep@suneta.net
www.sunetahostel.com

making this one of the most secure hostels in Bangkok.

Kraisi Road. Once you’ve been transported upstairs, it’s
card. Each individual room also requires a key card for entry,

A cosy reception/common room relies on dark woods and
antiques to capture the feel of an old Thai house. While not
huge, it’s a relaxing spot to kick back on a sofa or pull up a

From 440 baht

chair at a wide table while watching a movie or checking your
email on one of a few shared laptops with free WiFi. This is
also where you can enjoy complementary breakfast and
coffee/tea. After checking out, guests are welcome to shower
in a separate shared bathroom located off the common room.
The whole building is air-conditioned.

Rated 8.4/10 based
on 304 reviews.
Read more*.

All rooms are reached by a staircase towards the back of the
building, which we found a little funny considering that the
street entrance has a lift. Set in a long, narrow room that
almost feels like a corridor, the 16-bed mixed cabin dorm is

Rated 89% based
on 243 reviews.
Read more*.

on the dark side, though the ambiance inside each pod bunk
is what really matters. A thick sliding wood door opens to
your own private nook outfitted with comfortable mattress,
clean sheets, electrical outlet, reading lamp, locker and a
small LCD TV just for you. Closing yourself off in a oneperson bunk may sound like torture to the claustrophobic, but

Dave’s score: 8/10

it’s a popular fad in modern Asia.
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At 590 baht a piece, the cabin bunks seem pricey considering
you can find a whole private room with air-con and TV for a
similar price in this area. We suppose there’s a novelty factor,
and we also recognise that some prefer the community vibe
of a hostel. Regardless, Suneta doesn’t seem to have a
problem filling up; all but one were full when we visited.
Suneta’s 16-bed ‘regular’ mixed dorm features the same setup minus personal TVs and privacy doors. At 440 baht per
bed, this is a fine option if you simply want a comfortable
bunk and don’t need to indulge in your own private pod. A
six-bed women-only dorm is also available for 520 baht per
bed, and a 4-bed dorm runs 490 baht per person and can be
reserved by a group of travellers. Each floor is outfitted with
ample, modern shared bathrooms segregated by gender.
The 990 baht private double room was full during our visit, but
we were told it’s a simple number with soft lighting and a “big
view” overlooking the Banglamphu rooftops. It also relies on
the shared bathroom facilities, however, and the value seems
questionable in this part of town.
Overall, we found Suneta to be a tastefully designed hostel
with a friendly staff and clean, comfy dorms. Rates seem a
tad high given the limited common facilities, though the free
breakfast might make up for it. Suneta doesn’t have the lively
atmosphere of nearby NapPark, but it’s not a bad choice if
you’re hoping to meet other travellers.
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Location

Location & tips

Kraisi Road is a good choice if you want to be near Khao
San Road but in a somewhat more "local" setting. A
street market sets up along the footpaths each evening,
and loads of great food, nightlife and attractions are
within walking distance. While you’re several kilometres
from the nearest skytrain or subway station, piers for the
San Saeb canal boat and the Chao Phraya express boat
are both around 15 minutes away on foot.

Tips
If you’re seeking a local-style dining experience (and you like
pork), take a left (west) in front of Suneta then another left
onto Sip Sam Hang Road. A short walk further, at the corner
with Phra Sumen Road, you’ll find mouth-watering roast pork
with rice or noodles at Patongo Restaurant.

Map

Get here

Suneta Hostel Khaosan

From the east end of Khao San Road, take a left (north) onto

209-211 Kraisi Rd

Tanao Road, then a right onto Sip Sam Hang after winding

T: (02) 629 0150

around the traffic circle. This is a bit confusing -- be careful not to

sleep@suneta.net

go immediately left onto Tani Road. Once you’re on Sip Sam

www.sunetahostel.com

Hang, Kraisi will be the first left and you’ll see Suneta’s green
sign immediately on the right, directly across from Hello
Guesthouse.
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Udee Hostel

Stylish, sophisticated and even a tad romantic, Udee Hostel is a quality, quiet choice for
those who want to avoid the usual tourist hotspots.

To reach Udee’s lobby, guests pass through deep red wooden
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doors that wouldn’t look out of place on one of the centuries-

Udee Hostel

out front on a dark wood deck with plenty of umbrellas and

17 Soi Ratchasak (off Bamrung Muang Rd)
T: (089) 168 0212
www.chernbangkok.com
info@chernbangkok.com

tables, a TV with DVD collection and book exchange is a fine

old pagodas in Hue’s Imperial City. Floor cushions are placed
greenery. The open-air lobby/lounge with round marble-top
place to chill. Guests can also lounge on a spacious smokerfriendly rooftop terrace. In every corner, the soft-spoken
owner has pulled off a classy, elegant design.

From 320 baht

A spotless mixed dorm room with eight beds and a six-bed
women-only room with six beds both offer thick, comfy
mattresses on wood-framed bunks spread over polished
concrete floors. The rooms have pink or lime green walls to
go with air-con and free WiFi. Each bed has its own soft
reading lamp, electrical outlet and locker. Shared bathrooms

Rated 89% based
on 685 reviews.
Read more*.

are spacious, clean and modern. The upscale dorms go for
very reasonable prices -- 320 baht for mixed or 350 for
women-only.
The soothing, minimalist design continues in private rooms,
including a double and triple with ensuite for 1,100 and 1,500

Dave’s score: 7.5/10

baht respectively, and a triple with shared bath for 1,200.
Some double rooms have bunks while others are equipped
with a queen-size bed. While not huge and lacking extras like
desk, TV and fridge, the privates have large windows and are
more than adequate for a quiet, comfortable night’s sleep.
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With that said, similar digs with at least some in-room extras
can be found elsewhere in the city.
We appreciated the owner’s relaxed yet professional attitude
that extends to all aspects of the accommodation, including
security that requires guests to buzz themselves in after dark.
While this is definitely not a party hostel, meeting mature
budget travellers would be possible. Udee is also a good
choice if you prefer to keep to yourself.
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Though nearby Pradipat and Phahon Yothin roads are
always bustling with activity, Udee is set in low-key

Location & tips

immediate surrounds towards the end of leafy Pradipat
Soi 19, less than a 10-minute walk to the BTS. Due to the
lack of traffic, this should be a good choice if you’re a
light sleeper.
Though this area isn’t bursting with attractions, the BTS
puts Chatuchak market, Or Tor Kor market, Victory
Monument, Siam Square and Sukhumvit within easy
striking distance. This is also a strategic choice if you
have an early morning flight from Don Muang airport or
bus from Morchit station.

Location
The area around Saphan Khwai BTS station in north
Bangkok is one of our favourites in the city. It has a colourful
atmosphere with loads of good street food, hole-in-the-wall
newsstands and locals who display their collections of
Buddhist amulets along the footpaths every afternoon, but it’s
not so out-of-the-way that foreigners are a novelty.

Map

Get here

Udee Hostel

From Saphan Khwai BTS station, take exit 1 and walk south

49 Pradipat Soi 19

along Phaya Thai Road until you reach Pradipat Road. Take a

T: (02) 279 2595

right (west), then another right into Pradipat Soi 19. The hostel

F: (02) 279 2598

will be on the left after a short walk -- just look for the red doors.

info@udeebangkok.com
www.udeebangkok.com
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About this guide

This is a Travelfish.org guidebook. We’ve been writing about Southeast Asia since 2004
and have most likely slept in more crappy dorms than you have.

ABOUT THIS GUIDE

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

is guide to the Best Hostels in Bangkok, ailand was researched
on the ground by Travelfish.org researchers through 2013.

David Luekens
David Luekens first came to ailand in 2005 when ai friends from
his former home of Burlington, Vermont dragged him on a two-week
trip. He then shook enough cocktails to travel Southeast Asia extensively while completing a degree in Buddhist Studies. Now a full-time
travel writer for Travelfish.org, you might find him cruising the Andaman Sea on a longtail boat, eating curry with elderly ai women on a
Bangkok side street, or trying to be mindful while pondering ai
politics.

All hostels mentioned in this guide were visited, in person, by a
Travelfish.org researcher and all research was undertaken independently.
Travelfish.org always pays its way. No exceptions.

ABOUT TRAVELFISH.ORG
Travelfish.org is an independent travel planning website that covers a
substantial part of Southeast Asia.

Stuart McDonald

Launched in 2004, the website now includes coverage for Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Singapore, ailand
and Vietnam.

Aer penning hard-copy guidebooks to Vietnam and ailand in the
1990s, Stuart McDonald turned his attention online to co-found
Travelfish.org in 2004. He's lived in ailand, Cambodia and Indonesia, where is now based. He can sleep anywhere, anytime -- even on
the old road to Bokor. His favourite read is e Art of Travel by Alain
de Botton and don't get him started on hotels that charge for WiFi.
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All text © Travelfish Pty Ltd. Photos © photographers.
Maps © OpenStreetMap contributors. Licensed under the Open Data
Commons Open database License. Mapbox
http://mapbox.com/about/maps/
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any
form without permission from the publisher with the exception of
brief excerpts for review purposes.
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Komodo & Flores travel guide

The Togeans travel guide

Available via iTunes in iBook format or PDF from Travelfish.org

Available via iTunes in iBook format or PDF from Travelfish.org
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